Elastic Path® Commerce
Cloud for AWS

The Future of Commerce on an
Endlessly Powerful Platform
Take advantage of all the benefits of Elastic Path Commerce and combine them with the scalability, reliability
and performance of the world’s largest public cloud, Amazon Web Services. Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for
AWS is the first true enterprise commerce platform built for the public cloud offering all the functionality of an
on-premise platform.
Elastic Path’s open, API-based commerce platform offers companies the freedom to publish to any touchpoint,
integrate with any legacy system, use any content management system and leverage any third-party app for
commerce experiences that truly differentiate. Built natively for AWS, Elastic Path Commerce Cloud speeds
environment set-up and takes advantage of advanced AWS services including auto-scaling, load balancing,
container services, networking, and databases.

Who Can Benefit Most from
Elastic Path Commerce Cloud
for AWS?
Sophisticated, global companies looking to
create brand-defining commerce experiences.

Organizations planning for transaction growth and/or
geographic expansion.

Multi-nationals seeking rich commerce experiences while leveraging
multiple legacy systems.

Companies with a “Commerce of Things” strategy.

Any enterprise that wants to reach the next level of customer experience.

Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS
Elastic Path Commerce + Elastic Path CloudOps for AWS

AWS

Elastic Path Commerce
Elastic Path CloudOps for AWS

Elastic Path
Commerce

Cloud Infrastructure

CloudOps
for AWS
Managed Services

Third-Party Managed Services
Vendor of choice or our recommended partners.

Managed Services
Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS can be
managed internally by an enterprise IT team or by
an Elastic Path partner. Our premier hosting partner,
Rackspace, offers proactive monitoring and support for
applications deployed within AWS cloud.
“Rackspace is pleased to offer our Managed
Application Services for commerce applications
like Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS.
Working with Elastic Path, we ensure that our
customers’ commerce application, and the
infrastructure it runs on, is managed for the
highest performance.”

RJ Rowntree
Strategic Alliance Manager

When paired with the Adobe Marketing Cloud,
Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS provides
brands with the world’s first truly enterprise-grade
content and commerce solution in the cloud.

“Today’s competitive marketplace requires speed
and agility. Our customers are increasingly
turning to Adobe Managed Services to
accelerate time-to-market and continuously
innovate. Being able to complement the
Adobe Marketing Cloud with the Elastic Path
Commerce Cloud is a game-changing value
proposition for our joint customers.”

Errol Denger
Director of Commerce Strategy

Create Brand-Defining Commerce Experiences
Want to extend ecommerce capabilities to a new touchpoint? You can do that. Need to personalize an offer based
on local inventory availability? You can do that too. Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS does not limit your
creativity in any way. Elastic Path’s API-based commerce platform lets you take advantage of any touchpoint, any
third-party application, any content management system and any legacy technologies. Single-tenancy allows your
commerce solution to be deeply customized for brand-defining commerce experiences.

Advance Business Agility
Gone are the days when it took months to launch new sites and expand to multiple geographies. Elastic Path
Commerce allows companies to write business logic once, sit back and let the industry’s most sophisticated API
project it to all touchpoints, in multiple languages, using multiple pricing strategies. Scaling Elastic Path Commerce’s
immense capabilities through AWS allows companies to be super agile—adding the processing power to run new
sites and innovative functionality quickly.

Process Peaks and Reduce Costs in the Valleys
Take on Black Friday with confidence. Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS dynamically right-sizes your
environment based on traffic—even during heavy transaction events. AWS guarantees performance and availability,
while at the same time eliminating latency. Having a slow transaction day? No problem. Auto-scaling means you
can eliminate the guesswork regarding computer resources and pay for them only when used.

By 2018, half of all commerce
sites will integrate technologies
from more than 15 vendors
to deliver a digital customer
experience.
Magic Quadrant for Digital Commerce, 2016

Own the Experience, Not the Infrastructure
Raw computing power has become commoditized to the point where there is little benefit in owning and running
infrastructure when you can rent for 90% less. Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS guarantees performance,
availability and security. And, you are buying the expertise of the world’s top technology infrastructure platform
experts, who will ensure new technology innovations are implemented as they arise. Total cost of ownership
plummets when you don’t own and maintain the infrastructure.

Accelerate Environment Set-up
Buying IT infrastructure and software to set up a full-blown, on-premise commerce solution can take several
weeks. With Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS, IT professionals can spin up a single-instance environment
in 15 minutes, and a full production environment in hours. Using AWS CloudFormation and AWS Elastic
Container services, Elastic Path CloudOps for AWS automates environment set up. Its advanced set of tools and
documentation walks you through set-up to ensure build predictability and reproducibility.

Reduce Project Risk and Encourage DevOps BestPractices
Infrastructure automation reduces the risks associated with human error—decreasing downtime and improving
predictability. Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS also supports the significant benefits of DevOps to streamline
testing and continuously extend your enterprise commerce solution. Create consistent environments for
development, testing and production to reduce the risk of failure and promote faster time to market. Continuous
integration and delivery practices streamline development, testing and delivery to improve code accuracy and
eliminate daily build bottlenecks.

End Homegrown Security Efforts and Meet
Compliance Requirements
Eliminate reliance on homegrown security practices by leveraging AWS’s end-to-end security prowess to secure
and reinforce your critical commerce platform from threat. AWS also allows organizations in regulated industries to
meet compliance and data residency requirements without undertaking onerous audits and certification processes.

Elastic Path CloudOps for AWS
Elastic Path CloudOps for AWS leverages AWS services to build highly-reliable, scalable, cost-effective commerce
solutions without the effort of creating and configuring the underlying AWS infrastructure. Elastic Path CloudOps is
optimized to pass the benefits of AWS services to the end solution.

AWS Service

Function

Benefit

Deployment

Easily create and manage a
collection of related AWS resources,
provisioning and updating them in
an orderly and predictable way

AWS Elastic Container Service
(ECS)

Container Management Service

Easily run applications on a
managed cluster of Amazon EC2
instances

AWS Elastic Cloud Computing
(EC2)

Resizes compute capacity in
the cloud

Auto-scaling means you pay only for
capacity that you use

AWS Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)

Virtual network

Gain complete control over your
virtual networking environment

AWS Relational Database Service
(RDS)

Database

Cost-efficient and resizable capacity
while managing time-consuming
database administration tasks

AWS Elastic Loading Balancing
(ELB)

Automatically distributes
incoming application traffic
across multiple Amazon EC2
instances

Provides fault tolerance and
load balancing to route traffic for
efficiency

Amazon Simple Email Service
(Amazon SES)

Email service

Cost-effective email service where
you only pay for what you use

DNS

Amazon Route 53 connects user
requests to infrastructure running in
AWS

AWS CloudFormation

CDN + Route 53

Compare
SaaS Multi-Tenancy
Solutions

Private Cloud, hosted
by software provider
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“Elastic Path Commerce Cloud for AWS goes well beyond typical IaaS cloud deployment options. We’ve
integrated core AWS PaaS services to exploit the full power and flexibility of the Amazon cloud. The
resulting native-AWS solution leads to unparalleled scalability, elasticity and cost-effectiveness for Elastic
Path Commerce’s enterprise and telco-grade ecommerce capabilities.”

Sal Visca
Chief Technology Officer

What is the Commerce
of Things?

Elastic Path has firsthand experience helping
companies build the right infrastructure for their
solution and intimately understands enterprise
grade commerce.

The commerce of things (CoT) is the future. As
it takes shape, the number of touchpoints
and transactions companies must process will
increase exponentially. Companies will require
the scale and power that AWS provides to
support the commerce of things.

Train to Win

Our services team will teach your IT staff how to
set up environments and streamline ecommerce
operations on AWS.

About Elastic Path
Defining the future of digital commerce, Elastic Path develops the world’s most sophisticated API-first enterprise
commerce platform. The company’s flagship product, Elastic Path® Commerce, has helped the world’s top
brands generate over $60 billion in over 170 countries. Customers from industries as diverse as travel, telecoms,
publishing, software, and retail enjoy the benefits of a flexible, open architecture that drives brand-defining
customer experiences, facilitates business agility, and eliminates sales channel silos. Elastic Path is a private
company based in Vancouver, Canada with sales offices in the UK and US.
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